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             Abstract 

Whilst safety critical systems are engineered to prevent failure, sometimes accidents occur that 

leads to catastrophic incidents. Analysis of software safety can provide valuable data describing 

the cause of potential failure in individual software components and overall system.  Our work 

contains the study of failure behavior in a system containing many components using Fault 

Propagation and Transformation Calculus (FPTC) analysis. This method helps in determining the 

failure behavior of each component in a system thereby computes the failure behavior of the 

entire system. The system having its interconnected components can be modeled under the 

scope of a development environment (called PROGRESS Integrated Development Environment) 

enabling a designer to model a system by combining the components and connecting them as 

per requirement. The thesis aims at implementing an analysis framework using FPTC analysis 

technique in java and integrating it as an Eclipse plug-in to an integrated development 

environment called PROGRESS IDE which is used for modeling systems containing multiple sub-

components. We have evaluated this implementation by modeling a sample system using 

PROGRESS IDE and determining its failure behavior. This report also delivers an extensive 

survey of the various failure analysis techniques and provides comparative study of the FPTC 

technique and the other techniques described in this report.  
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Thesis Summary 

The goal of the thesis is to analyze the transformation and propagation of faults in a component 

based system using FPTC technique and compare its advantages and disadvantages over the 

other failure analysis techniques. We realized the failure behavior of a system using an 

integrated development environment for component modeling – Progress IDE. Using this 

editor, we modeled a sample system having a composite component which contains primary 

components as shown in the snapshot below:  

 

 Representation of a system in ProCom graphical editor (Progress IDE) 

We realized a fault propagation and transformation mechanism using java which has the 

capability of transforming or propagating the faults as per the defined FPTC expressions. The 

initial faults were provided to the input of the composite component which was sent to its 

connected primitive component(s). Each primitive component matched its faults as per the 

transformation rules defined in the system. As the faults underwent matching procedure 

through the primitive components of the system, the final transformed/propagated faults got 

enlisted in the output port of the composite system. The listed faults in the output port of the 

system enable to analyze and understand the type of faults that has occurred in a system.  

The report also describes the usage of FPTC technique over the other fault analysis techniques 

and provides a comparative study of FPTC over others. Our work can be extended for future 

research in fault transformations by delimiting the constraints and limitations of our work 

which is described in section 9 of this report.  
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1. Introduction 

Component Based Engineering is attracting interests from the software engineering 

community due to its success in many engineering and application domains. One of the 

ideas behind using component based software engineering is that the system can be 

built of components which are reusable [1] [2]. Faults in such systems can cause 

interruptions in the operating conditions, possibly risk of major loss of life and lead to 

catastrophic situations. These faults may lead to failure of a system. Analyzing failure 

behaviors of a system helps to detect faults at an earlier phase and guarantees in 

improving dependability of that system. Failure analysis is a process of collecting and 

analyzing data to determine the cause of a failure and how to prevent it from recurring. 

It is one of the main aspects in safety critical systems as it provides the track to learn the 

causes of failure and types of faults that is responsible for the failure. After knowing the 

fault’s effects on the system behavior, the developer strengthens the weak points and 

prevents the system from failing in case of errors. Failure analysis plays an active role in 

embedded systems. As the system becomes more complex, its safety needs more 

attention and failure of such system is ruinous. 

1.1. Organization of the report  
The thesis goals have been defined in Section 2. Section 3 introduces the concepts 

about the Component based development. The various failure analysis techniques 

are explained in Section 4 along with basic concepts of dependability. The fault 

propagation and transformation calculus analysis technique has been described in 

detail under Section 5. The related work about the FPTC analysis technique is 

overviewed in Section 6. The realization of FPTC analysis technique is covered under 

Section 7. This section starts with the description of ProCom, proceeds with 

describing FPTC in two different approaches; with loop back and without loop back, 

the integration of FPTC for a sample system modeled using ProCom is described, 

also the example system, limitations and scope of implementation are mentioned. 

The results are depicted in Section 8 which also states the comparison of the failure 

techniques with the help of a table. The conclusions and future work are put 

together in Section 9. Section 10 enlists all the references made use during this 

thesis work and Section 11 provides Appendices which contain description of an 

example system using FPTC technique realized in Java for eclipse and designing a 

system in ProCom. 
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2.  Thesis goals  

                There are four main goals of the thesis as mentioned below:  

 

• To understand the failure behavior of a system containing several components 

contained in it and get acquainted with different failure analysis techniques. 

• To study the existing implementation of FPTC technique.  

• To realize an FPTC technique in java for a sample model developed using Progress 

IDE. 

• To compare FPTC technique with other available failure analysis techniques. 
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3.  Component Based Development (Concepts) 

This chapter aims at making the reader familiarize with the concepts related to 

component based software engineering. These concepts are essential to understand the 

safety requirements and fault transformation in a component based systems. Our 

implementation has derived these concepts for failure analysis of a system. 

  

3.1. Definitions 

3.1.1. Component  

A component can be defined in several ways. We define it in context of 

component based development (CBD) as follows:  An individual component 

can be defined as a complete software package or module that has its own 

functions which exists both as logical and physical entity and can deployed 

[3]. The best followed definition is based on Szyperski’s definition; a 

component is an executable unit which can be composed and deployed at 

run time [4]. One of the main feature of a component is reusability and 

component based engineering mainly relies on this characteristic. 

 

3.1.2. Component Based Software Engineering  

Component based development is a branch of Software Engineering for 

developing real time systems and forms an important role in weapons 

systems, avionics, vehicular systems, industrial control systems and other 

such control and safety systems. This technology involves the creation and 

deployment of systems which are assembled from components in a cost and 

time effective manner. Component based system is basically a system which 

has many components that are linked together that can directly or indirectly 

interact with each other. Components have an interface through which they 

communicate. CBD increases software productivity as the components used 

to build the systems can be reused. Safety and security properties of a 

system are known well when components interact with other components or 

with the environment. [3] gives the advantages of CBD: “better management 

of complexity, reduced time to market, increased productivity, better quality, 

improved consistency and improved usability.    

 

3.1.3. Safety Critical System 

 

A safety critical system can be defined as a computer or electronic or 

electromechanical system when fails or malfunctions causes hazards to 

the human life or to the environment. There are many examples for 

safety critical systems in medical field, electronics, nuclear systems and 

others [5]. One very simple example that can be thought of is the Traffic 
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lights. If the traffic lights by an error highlight green signal instead of red 

during peak hour to two directions in a crossed road, then there are 

chances of accidents which may even cause death. One example in 

medical field can be the heart pace maker. If the system fails to work, the 

heart pace maker dependent human body may expire. Similarly 

computers are much widely used in medical fields and in near future 

there may be many such safety critical systems in this field than ever 

imagined. In a car, a simple brake system is also a notion of safety critical 

system. Boeing 777, one of the best airplane in the world can be 

considered as a safety critical system. [5] has many such examples for 

safety critical systems explained in detail. It is always a better idea to find 

out the root cause of the failure at the earlier stage. Planning, 

development and maintenance are said to be the three main aspects of a 

safety critical system. Techniques like Fault tree analysis, Failure Mode 

and Effect Analysis helps in deducting failure in a system at an earlier 

stage and thus helps in better construction.  

 

3.1.4. Progress IDE  

 

Progress [6] is a Swedish national research center for predictable 

embedded systems which employs the component based approach to 

handle the growing complexity and cost of embedded real time systems. 

Progress gets support from Swedish Foundation for Strategic Research 

[7].PrIDE is an Integrated Development Environment which is used for 

the development of embedded systems. Progress IDE is a stand-alone 

function which is developed over Eclipse IDE. It allows deployment of 

components. This IDE supports component and system design, system 

analysis, model transformations and system verification. The graphical 

(component) editor in PrIDE allows design Procom components. The 

Procom component can be either a ProSys and ProSave component.  The 

ProSys component and ProSave component allows the user to enter 

certain properties like name and type of the component, state of the 

component like locked/unlocked, singleton/multi-instance, type of 

realization (like composite, primitive) and list of input ports and output 

ports. Apart from these, ProSave components also provides an area to 

enter list of Services. More details on ProCom are provided in Section 7.  
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4.  The Survey 
 

This section begins with describing the dependability concepts, the causes, threats and 

means to achieve dependability. The sub section aims at describing the failure analysis 

techniques. The failure analysis techniques are grouped in two approaches namely 

Traditional failure analysis approach and Compositional failure analysis approach. The 

manually handled techniques like FTA, FMEA and FMECA are explained under traditional 

failure analysis approach and FPTN, FPTC and SEFT techniques are explained under 

compositional failure analysis approach. 

 

4.1. Dependability  

 
In this section, we follow Lapries’s definition of dependability [8]. Dependability 

can be simply defined as being worthy of reliance or trust. Dependability 

includes attributes like as reliability, availability, safety, security, survivability, 

maintainability. The disadvantage of dependability is it can cause threats like 

faults, errors and failures. The means to achieve dependability are by fault 

tolerance, fault prevention, fault removal and fault forecasting. The following 

(Figure 1) is the dependability tree as defined in [8].  

 

 
Figure 1: The dependability tree [8] 

 

4.1.1. Attributes of Dependability 

 

� Availability is the probability that a system is not failed and is 

functioning well any time.  

� Reliability is the probability that a system will not fail over a 

period of time under a defined set of conditions.  
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� Safety is a property of a system that does endanger human’s life 

or cause severe damage to the environment. 

� Maintainability is the probability of the system that it can be 

restored successfully when it fails.  

� Confidentiality is the probability of the system that it does not 

disclose any private important data.  

� Integrity is the ability of the system to provide authorization to 

the components.    

 

4.1.2. The Threats  

 

A fault is an abnormal condition which can cause damage to the 

capability of a system which is performing correctly. An error is 

responsible for the failure of the system. Failure is the inability of the 

system to perform its required functions under its specified conditions. 

Fault, error and failure are dependent on each other. A system fails to 

function according to its specifications. A fault is supposed to be the 

cause of an error and is active when it produces an error [8].  Often, fault, 

error and failure create confusion in reader’s mind. Hence it becomes 

important to have a clear distinguish between these terms. Let us 

consider a simple example to describe the same. A programmer can lead 

to a failure of a software program if he makes an error during 

specification. He ends up writing a wrong function which is dormant till 

he runs the program (it is a fault). On executing, he finds out that the 

system yields result which is not expected that is the system has failed.   

Suppose if there is a system which has many components, and 

one of the components in the system has a failure and that the 

component provides service to another component of the system; the 

component with the failure can be considered as an error. Now, this 

component has a fault which is dormant and upon activation, it helps in 

reducing the capability of the other component to function properly as 

per the required specifications.  

 

 
    Figure  2. The chain of the threats of dependability [8] 

 

4.1.3. The Means  

 

The means through which dependability can be achieved are:  

� Fault prevention: It aims at improving the dependability attributes 

of a system by completely removing all the faults in it, since 

complete elimination is not realistic, it targets to prevent the faults 
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and keep them minimal. Fault prevention is applied during the 

designing phase, specification phase, manufacturing phase and 

operation phase in order to prevent the occurrences of fault. 

� Fault Tolerance:  Fault tolerance is the property of a system to 

operate correctly as per the given requirements in presence of one 

or more faults. It is generally implemented by error detection and 

error recovery techniques [8] to dramatically improve 

dependability. 

� Fault Removal: Fault removal targets at detection and removal of 

faults during phases like developmental phase and operation 

phase. The techniques used in fault removal may vary according to 

the phases. 

� Fault Forecasting: Fault forecasting is an evaluation to find out the 

behavior of the system whenever it fails by the influence of the 

faults 

 
                           Figure 3. The Means of Dependability 

 

Figure 3 is diagrammatical representation of the means of dependability.  

 

4.2. Failure Analysis  

 
At present, there are several techniques and methods exist to analyze and verify 

the systems. This section gives you a brief overview of all these methods. Failure 

analysis is mainly divided into two approaches and they are [9] 

4.2.1. Traditional failure analysis approach 

4.2.2. Compositional failure analysis approach 
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4.2.1. Traditional failure analysis approach 

 

It is generally operated on system designs. Such techniques include fault 

tree analysis (FTA), Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) and Failure 

Modes, Effects and Criticality Analysis (FMECA). FMECA is an extension of 

FMEA which includes an assessment of the criticality of failures, analyzing 

their probability and severity. These techniques are manual processes 

and carried out either by a single person or a team of engineers, in order 

to fulfill safety requirements and to devise strategies to mitigate the 

effects of failure. A manual analysis is usually much more difficult and 

expensive, it is carried out often only at the end of the design process to 

ensure design meets the safety requirements. 

4.2.1.1. Fault Tree Analysis 

Introduced in 1962 at Bell lab [10] [11]. FTA historically stems 

from the age of mechanical and non-programmable electronic 

systems [12]. [13] covers the history of FTA. It was introduced by 

H Watson and A. Mearns for the Air Force for the evaluation of 

the MinuteMan Launch control systems in 1961. Later in 1963, 

Dave Hassl of Boeing recognized this technique to be used as 

safety systems. It was majorly used in Boeing during the later 

years. FTA was then adopted by Aerospace industry. During 1980s 

and 1990s FTA was used in nuclear power industry and chemical 

industry. More algorithms and codes were written for this 

technique. Later 1990s, this technique was extended to Robotics 

and Software industry.  

 It is a popular deductive top down approach which starts with 

system failure situations that are to be averted and is used to 

asses safety and reliability of technical systems. FTA allows 

decompositions into modules, a breakdown with respect to the 

hierarchy of failure influences than to the system architecture 

[14]. It specifies a top event to analyze (say fire) follows by 

identifying all other associated elements in the system which 

causes the top event to occur. It analyzes the failures which can 

be caused by faults of system components. In this method, the 

faults are denoted by boolean values like “AND, OR, NOT” 

etcetera and the produced boolean equations will become the 

results of FTA. One of the advantages of fault trees is that it has a 

convenient graphical representation which makes the engineers 

easy to build reason about and validate models [13]. FTA allows 

both qualitative and quantitative analyses [14]. Fault trees suits 

combinatorial models; expresses which combinations of failures 
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contribute to a certain hazard or accident.  Except success and 

failure modes, FTA does not consider other different modes of the 

system that is there are no ways to model sequences if actions 

and temporal orders of states and events [12]. According to [14], 

in FTA technique, the failure of the system which is to be 

determined is the root of the tree. The causes to failure (influence 

factors) are the leaves. The modules in FTA are considered as the 

independent sub trees. The modules do not correspond to the 

technical components which are identified during system 

development. Technical components are influenced by other 

components. FTA does not provide a way to assign reusable entity 

to components; this makes FTA non-suitable during integration 

into overall systems. The tree structure is sometimes not 

sufficient to model the failure propagation paths since common 

cause failures influence the top event by more than one path. In 

order to preserve the tree, they must be split into several 

repeated events. This forms one of the drawbacks of the FTA. The 

traditional FTA does not suit today’s systems as they are majorly 

associated with time. The other drawback of this method is that, 

it does not consider multiple faults and their chronological order. 

 

4.2.1.2. Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) 

FMEA was formally introduced in the late 1940s for military usage 

by the US Armed Forces [15]. It was also used as application 

for HACCP for the Apollo Space Program, and later 

the food industry in general [16]. Although initially developed by 

the military, FMEA methodology is now extensively used in a 

variety of industries including semiconductor processing, food 

service, plastics, software, and healthcare. FMEA is a failure 

analysis and verification technique that begins with the fault of a 

component and analyses how the components at higher level are 

affected due to its failure. Usually, FMEA oversimplifies a system 

into two modes: success and failure, and does not consider 

different modes, which could represent gradations of system 

functionality and performance [17]. Multiple faults are usually not 

considered, either [18]. PRICE and TAYLOR extended FMEA to 

analyze and report the most likely multiple simultaneous failure 

combinations, but they do not handle the chronological order of 

faults [18]. YANG and KAPUR introduced a customer driven 

reliability to FMEA as a quality over time. They consider different 

performance levels of a product which are degraded over time 

[17]. The FMEA procedure followed in product development helps 

in   analyzing the possible failure modes in a system such that the 

possibility and criticality of the failures can be classified. This helps 
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a team to identify the possible failures in the system which is 

analyzed based on the past experiences of failures and gives them 

a change to prevent it well before its affects the end customers. 

Such qualitative practices for preventing failures in the end 

product is widely practiced in the manufacturing and service 

industries which gives them an opportunity to analyze the 

possible failures and studying its consequences so that it can help 

in the improvement of the quality of product or service the 

industry is going to deliver. It not only improves the quality, 

reliability and safety of a product/process by analyzing the 

possible faults and its causes but also improve competitiveness in 

an organization by product improvement and increasing user 

satisfaction. As it reduces the chances of future faults by 

predicting those in advance and capturing them as knowledge 

base for future faults, it also reduces development cost and its 

future maintenance as many of the faults and its impact are 

analyzed before hand. It also manages the possible faults and its 

impact. As a result, the cost involved in late changes and is less. It 

not only helps in exchanging the knowledge gained from the 

analysis but also reduces the possibility of similar in future.   

A major disadvantage of both FTA and FMEA is that they are 

completely static, i.e. when an output error depends on the 

current input error then neither FTA nor FMEA can be used [10]. 

We want to know which components are influenced by certain 

errors as well as how and by which kind of errors they are 

influenced. 

4.2.1.3. Failure Modes, Effects and Criticality Analysis (FMECA) 

The FMECA technique is an extension of FMEA technique. It is 

composition of the two techniques namely FMEA and Criticality 

Analysis (CA).  Different failure modes and their effects are 

analyzed using FMEA technique and the importance of the failure 

modes according to the severity of the failure is prioritized by the 

CA, thus we have FMECA technique [19] [20]. FMECA technique 

was developed by the US military in 1940’s and also published 

MIL-P-1629 in the year 1949 [20]. The National Aeronautics and 

Space Administration (NASA) originally developed this technique 

in order to improve and verify the reliability of space program 

hardware [19].FMECA was used by NASA in Apollo program, 

Viking, Voyager, Magellan and Galileo [21]. [20] gives details 

about FMECA technique in Apollo program. Then this technique 

was spread into civic services. In the late 90’s, FMECA was widely 

used for military and space applications.  
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As said earlier, FMECA is composition of FMEA and CA techniques. 

FEMA technique has to be performed before applying the CA 

technique.  FMEA identifies the components and their failure 

modes [19] and the CA helps an analyst to identify reliability and 

severity of the failures of a particular component present in the 

system. In CA, there are four categories of severity classification; 

Catastrophic, critical, minor and insignificant are the names of the 

categories defined in detail in [22].  FMECA is both a qualitative 

and quantitative method used to analyze the effects of a single 

failure on a system design within specific ground rules [23].Details 

on the this can be seen in [19] FMECA can be initiated once the 

preliminary system is available and be used to analyze a design in 

order to verify the behavior of single point failure which can cause 

a hazard [23] [20].  FMECA is well understood at the systems and 

hardware levels [23] [24]. The standards and procedures have 

existed since a long period and are used in industry; [25] gives 

more information and example [23].  FMECA technique is 

essential task for reliability, useful in maintainability, in 

maintenance plan analysis and for failure detection and 

subsystem design as FMECA detects single point failure requiring 

corrective actions and does criticality analysis [22] [19]. Costs of 

construction or manufacturing can be reduced by developing this 

technique by identifying single point failures [19]. One of the 

objectives of this technique is to support decision making process 

[22]. The drawbacks of FMECA are a) the extensive labor work 

requirement; as FMECA involves worksheets: the results of 

FMECA has to be filled in worksheets, b) inability to be detect 

multiple failure of a component; FMECA detects single point 

failures, c) lack of effective procedure to for carrying out actual 

analysis and d) its limited use in improving designs; the causes of 

which is untimeliness and isolated performances of without 

insufficient inputs to the design process [26].   

 

4.2.2. Compositional failure analysis approach  

 

In this failure analysis, system failure models are built from component 

failure models using composition process which is shown in Figure 4 [27]. 

System failure models can be automatically converted into well-known 

dependability evaluation models such as fault trees, stochastic Petri-nets 

and Markov chains. These separate models make it easier to analyze the 

effect of failures on the system but it requires additional effort to create 

this new model or extend any normal system model with the required 

information. 
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               Figure 4. Composition process 

 

The failure behavior of the system components is modeled in a 

compositional fashion,   hence it is easier to determine the effects of one 

component or subsystem will have on other system. This approach is 

totally automated or partly automated that speeds up the analysis 

process. This approach includes the following techniques: Failure 

Propagation and Transformation Notation (FPTN), HiP-HOPS [9], 

Component Fault Trees (CFT) [9], State-Event Fault Trees and Fault 

Propagation and Transformation Calculus (FPTC). 

 

4.2.2.1. Failure Propagation and Transformation Notation (FPTN) 

 

It is a simple graphical method that designed to overcome the 

limitations of FTA and FMECA methods which represents the 

failure behavior of systems [28]. It acts as a bridge between FTA 

and FMECA methods. It has modular and hierarchical notations 

for describing the faults propagation through the system 

architecture modules [29] [30]. The basic entity of the FPTN is 

FPTN-Module which contains a set of standardized sections. 

Accordingly, the header section which is the first section of each 

FPTN Module has an identifier (ID), a name and a criticality level. 

The second section specifies the propagation of failures, the 

transformation failures, the generation of internal failures and the 

detection of failures in the component. Thus the FPTN module 

contains all failures in the environment that can affect the 

component and vice versa [31]. Modules can be tested 

hierarchically and can either be black box or white box. These 

modules are connected to one another through the failures which 

propagate between them [24]. These failures can be denoted as 

incoming failures and outgoing failures and can be classified as 

time domain failures (reaction too late, reaction too early), value 

failure, comission and omission [31]. The failures can also be 
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transformed from one type into another. The relations between 

the inputs and outputs are expressed with help of logical 

equations equivalent to the minimal cut sets (the smallest 

combination of failures required to cause a higher-level fault) of 

the fault trees; Thus, in this way every module represents a 

number of fault trees which describes all the failure modes for 

that module. Whilst FPTN provides a systematic and formal 

notation for representing the failure behavior of a system it lacks 

full automation, which means it is unable to handle iterative 

design process hence each analysis must be conducted manually. 

Since it is manual, the FPTN analysis is expensive [29]. If changes 

are made to components especially in a typical component based 

development process, the failure analysis has to be made again 

and previous analysis results will be invalidated. 

 

4.2.2.2. Fault Propagation and Transformation Calculus (FPTC) 

 

It is a modular representation and a method for analysis of the 

failure behavior of a system's software and hardware components 

[32]. It allows an analyst to annotate an architectural model of a 

system with concise expressions describing how each component 

can fail; these annotations can then be used to compute the 

failure properties of the whole system automatically. FPTC is 

primarily designed for the hard real-time software domain and as 

such its primary unit of architectural description is a statically 

schedulable code unit. These units are then connected through 

RTN communications protocols which capture the data and 

control flow behavior of a system [9]. Unlike in FPTN, the 

diagrams in FPTC are based on the full architecture used for 

developing the software code. Diagrams help identify and record 

all potentially important dependencies, whether or not they are 

currently known to engage in any error flow. This keeps the model 

and synchronized as much as possible and localizes the effect of 

any changes [32]. [32] says FPTC is more robust as each 

component can be analyzed in isolation for all possible failure 

responses, not just those in the currently-known context. FPTC 

solves the problem of cyclic dependencies in a propagation model 

by using fixed point evaluation techniques. It is supported by a 

tool which is implemented in a number of domain specific 

languages. It has been implemented in Epsilon as in [33]. The 

results of applying FPTC toolset to a number of case studies of 

different models has shown that the toolset is scalable, efficient 

and produced insightful results [33]. Also, FPTC has been applied 

in several industrial case studies, in engine controllers and for 
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FPGA systems [34]. One of the disadvantages of FPTC is that it 

doesn’t provide facilities for quantitative analysis, particularly in 

terms of determining the probability of specific failure behaviors 

[29].  Section 3 explains about FPTC analysis method in detail like 

semantics, procedure and notion of component. 

 

4.2.2.3. State Event Fault Trees (SEFT) 

 

Fault tree analysis is a method to analyze failures of system by 

combining lower- level events of a system by using Boolean logic. 

This method is primarily used in the safety critical system to 

predict the possible safety hazards that may be caused by the 

system.  

Fault trees are an accepted and intuitive model for safety analysis, 

but they are incapable of expressing state dependencies or 

temporal order of events [35]. SEFT subsumes both deterministic 

state machines suited to describe software behavior, and Markov 

chains that model probabilistic failures, while keeping the 

visualization of causal chains known from fault trees [35].  

Syntactically, SEFTs are a visual formalism that extends 

Component Fault Trees with probabilistic finite state models [36]. 

With help of SEFT, an architectural element is modeled using 

different states such as error state and the probability of shifting 

the state of the system from one to another. In SEFTs, transitions 

can be casually triggered by another event, exponentially 

distributed or deterministically delayed [37]. Based on the 

distinction between states and events, novel fault tree gates can 

be supported, including the one used by Dynamic FTs [37]. The 

hierarchically structured SEFT along with its ports are used to 

describe how an architectural element interacts with its 

environment. To construct a SEFT for an architecture specification 

where SEFTs are attached to each of its elements, a method is 

described in [38] that identifies inter-component relations based 

on name-matching of the state and event ports as well as the data 

and control flow specified in the architecture [39].  

State/event-based models allow modeling of failure behavior 

close to specification of the expected system behavior which is 

normally expressed with state-based specification formalisms like 

Statecharts. Purely event-based models can still be analyzed with 

analytic or numerical methods even for complex models [40] [41], 

whereas for state/event-based models simulations are often the 

only means to analyze them [36] [42]. Consequently, to select an 

appropriate formalism for a specific project the trade-off between 

expressibility and analyzability has to be considered [39]. This 
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limitation of SEFTs can be overcome by the additional capabilities 

that add states and events to fault trees enabling system state-

based models to be the basis for analysis for complex analysis 

methods.  Quantitative analysis of SEFTs is possible by means of 

converting them into Deterministic Stochastic Petri Nets (DSPNs) 

[43] [44]; these can then be analyzed by separate external tools 

automatically, e.g. TimeNET. SEFTs differentiate the causal and 

sequential relations between the components by applying the 

states of the events of former component to latter. The 

representation of these events can show the possible occurrences 

of one event causing another event. Combination of these events 

by using traditional fault tree gates (e.g. AND and OR) shows the 

combination of events that are necessary to trigger another 

event.  SEFTs like FTA, follows the similar method of modeling 

system behavior in which the analyst starts analyzing the 

occurrence of a system failure and tracing it backwards through 

the components of the system to find its root cause. SEFTs 

provide more reusability than traditional fault trees because of 

the usage of existing state charts from the design that can be 

integrated into the SEFTs. SEFTs are a visual model that integrates 

elements from discrete state-based models with FTs [38]. The 

graphical elements of SEFT are adopted from traditional FTA and 

State charts (or derived notations like ROOMcharts or UML 2.0 

State Diagrams) that are widely used in industry [38]. The various 

notations are well described in the paper with [38] help of 

diagram. SEFTs not only model the behavior of system on a lower 

level but also introduce precise semantics that are helpful in 

distinguishing the states from events. It does not model the 

failures and hazards in the system but the behavior in general at 

lower abstraction level. The drawback of SEFT is that its not 

possible to model very complex systems in detail as many of the 

needed information is present in the design of implementation 

phase which could have been available in the earlier development 

stages.  The better way to model system behavior is to apply FPTN 

or HiP-HOPS on system level and SEFTs on component level where 

the origin of some relevant behavior must be explained [38]. 
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5. Fault Propagation and Transformation Calculus 

Analysis Technique 
In this section, we explain how we implemented the fault propagation and transformation 

calculus as Java application. This forms the background of the thesis. Before discussing how 

the implementation works, we provide a brief insight about the following subjects: 

 

• Component: Here we consider a component as an architectural model or a building 

block of a safety critical system. Each component in a system consists of many 

numbers of input ports as well as output ports and transforms inputs to outputs. A 

component exhibits either an expected behavior or unexpected behavior (failure). A 

component can also include either a source (a failure is introduced by the 

component with the help of an external stimulus) or a sink (a component is capable 

of correcting and detecting a failure) of failures [33]. 

 

• Failure: A failure is a behavior of a component or a system which is deviated from a 

specified behavior [33]. The raised failure can be propagated (passing on a failure 

from inputs to outputs) and can also be transformed (changing the nature of the 

failure from one type to another) in a system. The types of failure we consider here 

are listed below: 

Types of failures: 

o Value failures: These are the faults that causes the components to respond 

at the correct time interval but with wrong values (Detectably wrong, 

Undetectably wrong and Stale) 

o Timing failures:  These are the faults that causes the components respond 

with correct value but outside the time interval (too early or too late) 

o Service provision failures: A component that does not respond to incoming 

input and hence fails to produce an appropriate output (Omission, 

comission). [45] 

• Notion of a Component: Consider the following Figure 5, which explains the notion 

of a component. 
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Figure5. Block Diagram of a Basic component 

 

� Input Ports: Denotes the n number of inputs to the component which 

can be any of the following type failures late, early, commission, 

value, omission, * (indicates no failure).  

 

� FPTC Expressions:  

 

� Definition: An FPTC expression is a collection of individual 

transformation clauses. Every single clause expresses a 

transformation behavior [32]. 

� Notation:  As said earlier, every component has its failure 

behavior. Each component in the system is responsible for the 

possible total behavior of the system and is analyze in 

isolation. All possible behaviors of a component must be 

considered.   

 
         Figure 6. FPTC expression patterns 

  

Any component in a safety critical system will be modeled 

with a pattern of FPTC expressions and the overall effect of 

these expressions forms the failure behavior. Every node of 

the architectural graph needs to be modeled to make a 

system complete and therefore communication protocols are 

used for the purpose. These communication protocols add 
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their own failure behavior to the system. In our 

implementation, we ignore the communication protocols and 

the connections between each component are considered as 

mere plain edges (symbolic representation).  

Every expression in figure 6 has its own meaning. They can be 

taken as examples for source, sink, propagation and 

transformation behaviors. . The first example (failure source) 

denotes that no failure can result a late failure. Any failure can 

result in no failure (failure sink); that means the component 

has capability of detecting and correcting the failure. A failure 

can be passed on as it is without any changes; the failure 

omission is propagated. A failure can get transformed, the 

nature of one failure is changed into another; late transforms 

to value error.   

 

Let us consider the following expression as an example:  

early ����  late 

For an easier understanding of the analysis, the above 

example can be denoted as below:  

           LHS   ����   RHS 

Where LHS (Left Hand Side) pattern denotes the combination 

of input faults to which it is applied. It can be any of the 

following type ; no failure (*), wildcard, variable (alpha 

character), fault, set of faults, and RHS (Right Hand Side) 

pattern denotes the combination of outputs which can be a 

normal failure, same failure (Propagated) and different failure 

(Transformed).  

� Semantics:  Wallace [32] defines certain semantics to be 

followed in his paper. No doubt, our application is 

implemented considering [32] as basis. The system can be 

denoted as an architectural graph and we consider every edge 

to be failure free initially and can be regarded as token passing 

network. These tokens can be generated by any of the 

behaviors (source, sink, transformed and propagated). The 

analysis starts with considering that every connection 
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between the components (connection represented as an 

edge) has “noerror” failure. Since there is only “noerror” 

failure now, we can call this as singleton set. When a 

component gets an input from its connected component, the 

input tokens are checked with the FPTC expressions of the 

component and results in a set of new tokens. These are sent 

to the respective components through the output edges. The 

values on every input port of a component is fetched to make 

set of all possible combinations and then fed into the 

component for comparison. This process repeats for every 

component. The output set goes on accumulating. The 

algorithm has to stop at a point when there are no new values 

generated by the components and hence the output set has 

no new value. This is possible because of the finite domain of 

the token values. 

� The Transformation language definition: Wallace defines in 

[32] about the definition of transformation language such that 

it very expressive of the problem domain, easy to read, write 

and understand and unambiguous.  

� Any component is not bound to have only a single 

connection, it can possess multiple connections. 

� A component can have multiple output connections. 

For instance: 

early����(late, omission, stale_value)  

This means the timing failure early can output late 

on first output, omission on the second output and 

stale_value on the third output. 

� A component can have multiple input connections and 

it functions same as multiple output connections.  

 

� FPTC expressions have special patterns which hold 

special meaning.  FPTC allows wildcard tokens in 

failure behavior expressions to aggregate the similar 

patterns into a single expression. Wildcard is used in 

the context where any tuple from the incoming fault 

can be matched. A wildcard is denoted with an 
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underscore ( _ ). It is important to note that wildcards 

cannot appear on the RHS of expressions [32]. 

 

Example: Consider a FPTC expression as (late, _) � 

(value, omission). Suppose the input tuple (late, late) is 

applied on the above expression then it yields (value, 

omission) as output. Here the wildcard doesn’t care 

about the failure late which has occurred in the second 

position of input. The entire of the input fault is 

matched and the RHS pattern is resulted as output. 

 

� FPTC allows the variables in failure behavior 

expressions to facilitate the propagation of fault types. 

The variable can be denoted using alpha characters 

.Our implementation uses the alpha character ‘f’ to 

denote the variable. A variable can bind to any input 

fault that it matches, making that input fault available 

to the RHS of the expression. The input value is 

propagated in the RHS pattern. Variables can occur on 

both side of expression (LHS & RHS) [32]. 

Example: Consider a FPTC expression as (late, f) � (f, 

omission). Suppose the input tuple (late, early) is 

applied on the above expression then it yields (early, 

omission) on RHS. Here the variable ‘f’ has bind to 

early which has occurred in the second position of 

input, hence early is propagated on RHS. 

� FPTC depicts about ensuring the specificity [32] in the 

expressions. When there are more than one pattern 

matches then expressions may overlap. In order to 

avoid the overlapping of expressions the most 

specific expression should be selected among them. 

Explicit faults and ‘*’ are more specific than variables 

and wildcards. 

Consider the following example: 
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Suppose the input tuple (*, early) is applied on the 

component which has the above FPTC expressions, it is 

clear that both the expressions matches the incoming 

fault. Here is the need of the selecting the most 

specific expression. Since (*, early) is the most specific 

one, the resultant output will be (*,*). 

� Output Ports: Denotes the n number of outputs which are generated 

(either propagated or transformed) from the component and further 

they can be fed as an input to another component. 

After the much needed background, we proceed to explain the working of our analysis 

technique. Below is the algorithm which we have followed in our implementation:  

� Algorithm:  

1. The algorithm begins with the assumption that every connection has a 

“noerror” failure. 

2. For every component C , 

a. Fetch the input values, compute all the possible combinations  

b. Search for a suitable match in the LHS pattern of the FPTC expressions 

defined for the component C 

c. If suitable match found, output the matching values to the respective 

components.  

d. The matching values is appended to the existing values to form a new 

set is formed. 

3. Repeat the step 2 until there are no new values are generated in the system. 

The algorithm is completely based on the semantics of the Fault propagation and 

transformation calculus analysis technique. Appendix A explains in detail the working of 

the technique with help of an example. 
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6. Related Work 

6.1. Overview 

The section describes the work related to automated safety analysis technique, 

Fault Propagation and Transformation Analysis, and explains how it can be used 

for automatically calculating the failure behavior of an entire system from the 

failure behaviors of its components. [33] It presents fully automated and 

compositional safety analysis technique in which fault propagation and 

transformation calculus technique was defined and implemented in Epsilon 

model management toolset on top of Eclipse.  

 

6.1.1. Background 

 

Epsilon Object Language (EOL) is the base language of Epsilon that 

supports model manipulation, e.g., traversal of models, querying models, 

modifying models. EOL is fully executable and meta-model independent, 

which makes Epsilon flexible enough to manage models in any language: 

it is independent from UML based languages and technologies like EMF, 

MDR/MOF, Z models and XML.  

 

The authors have explained the implementation of FPTC with help of an 

example. In [33], the model of a system was written in a DSL language for 

Real Time Systems.  The software components of the system were 

connected using three instances of a signaling communication protocol 

that uses a destructive (non-blocking) write, and a destructive (blocking) 

read. [33].  
 

The authors have explained the FPTC behavior of the system as follows:  

 

“To represent the system as a whole, every element of the architectural 

model both components and connectors – is assigned FPTC behavior. 

Given this, we can automatically calculate the failure behavior of a whole 

system as follows (see [32] for a formal definition). Each model element 

that represents a relationship is annotated with sets of tokens (e.g., late, 

early, value), which represent all possible failures that can be propagated 

by this dependency. In other words, we are informally treating the 

architectural model as a token-passing network. As a result of this 

annotation, we can calculate the failure behavior of the system by 

calculating the maximal token sets on all dependencies in the model. This 

turns out to be a fix point calculation (presented formally in [32]). 

Informally, the calculation works as follows. Starting with the singleton 

set containing the no failure (*) token as a label on every dependency, 

the FPTC behavior at every component model element is ‘run’, using the 
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token sets on input dependencies as the inputs to the FPTC behaviors. 

The output failure tokens of each component are accumulated on the 

outgoing dependencies, and the system continues to run until a fixed 

point is reached, i.e., the token sets no longer change. The calculation 

must terminate, because the set of failure types must be finite. [32][33] 

also shows that the calculation produces the same result no matter in 

what order the relationships are analyzed.” [33]  

 

6.1.2. Example System 

 

                         
 

                     Figure 7: Architectural model of the exemplar system. [33] 

 

The model shown in figure 7 was built using GMF editor and transformed 

to include failure behavior for failure analysis using FTPC. For performing 

failure analysis, the Epsilon was integrated with a model generating parser 

using oAW’s xText [46]. The failure properties of components have been 

described in the following table.  
 

                                 
 

                                         Figure 8. Failure behavior of the components [33] 

 
 

The failure behavior of the example system has been explained in [33] as 

follows:  

 

“These behaviors have been determined by domain experts knowledgeable 

about the individual components and connectors and their properties. 

These experts have determined that the inertial navigation and separation 

autopilot components both propagate any faults that they receive. In 

addition the separation autopilot component acts as a source for stale 

value and detectable value faults. The signaling communication protocol 

exhibits a rather more complex failure behavior, and comprises three non-
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trivial expressions. The first states that, as the protocol utilizes a blocking 

read, should the supplier provide a value earlier than the receiver expects, 

no fault is produced. In the case where the communications protocol fails 

to relay a message (an omission), the receiver may block indefinitely, 

causing it to be delayed (encoded as a late fault). When the 

communications protocol duplicates a message sent from the supplier (a 

commission), the receiver may proceed with an incorrect value. 

Additionally, the protocol simply propagates all other categories of 

fault.”[33] 

 

6.1.3. Conclusion 

The implementation shows that by using the recorded results of failure 

behavior of individual components, the potential faults can be injected and 

the failure behavior can be analyzed using FPTC analysis to determine the 

response of the system. This is explained in detail with help of an example 

in section 4 of [33]. In the implementation of this work, the authors were 

able to change the architectural model of the system, re-introduce 

different potential failures to it and perform failure analysis quickly thereby 

making it suitable for the development of complex and critical systems. The 

mentioned platform was used under eclipse so that few of its mechanisms 

like meta-modeling, modeling, and extension can be exploited via plug-ins. 

The related work explained above was able to specify the well-formedness 

of the rules and constraints on the model by using Epsilon Validation 

Language (EVL) and helped catching errors at an early stage.  
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7. Realization of FPTC technique 

 
In this section, we have discussed how the FPTC technique is realized; the two 

approaches namely FPTC with loopback and FPTC without loop back, integrated into 

PROGRESS IDE, few limitations and scope of the implementation. Also, we explain the 

working of this technique in PROGRESS IDE with an example.  

 

The FPTC technique explained in section 5 has been integrated into Progress IDE 

environment making use of ProCom [PROgress COMponents] Model. ProCom is 

composed of ProSys and ProSave layers. The FPTC editor designed for the PRIDE is used 

for drawing the components and connects them so as to form a system as per a user’s 

requirement.  The FPTC editor allows a user to describe the fault expressions for the 

components in the system. A brief knowledge about the ProCom component model is 

necessary and hence we proceed with the description.  

 

[47] describes in detail about ProCom. ProCom is a component model for embedded 

systems that was designed in scope of PROGRESS project at Malardalens Hogskola. It is 

comprised of two different but related layers namely ProSys Layer and ProSave Layer. 

Both the layers are rich entities which contain information like interface specification, 

implementation, documentation and models of the behavior and resource usage.  

ProSys Layer is the upper layer and a hierarchical model where a system can be modeled 

as a collection of concurrent and communicating subsystems; a subsystem can be built 

with the help of smaller subsystems. The subsystems are the components conforming to 

the ProSys component model as described from the perspective of component based 

development. In ProSys, these components can be design or implementation units that 

can be developed independently, stored in a repository and reused in multiple 

applications. A subsystem has input and output message ports. The following figure 9 

represents a three input message port and 2 output message port subsystem. The ports 

help sending and receiving messages. 

 

 
Figure 9 showing a ProSys subsystem. 

Since we make use of the ProSave components, we do not discuss much about the 

ProSys Layer.  

 

ProSave Layer is the lower layer where the subsystem is hierarchically structured and 

comprises of interconnected components. The components activate when there is 
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external entity acts on it, they does not have threads of their own and hence fail to 

instantiate activities. They get activated by external entity, perform their associated 

functions and then return back to passive state, hence ProSave components are passive. 

ProSave components handle both data flow and control flow. A data of a given type can 

be written or read at the data ports and activation of components is handled by the 

trigger ports. The following figure represents a ProSave components which has one 

trigger input port with one data input port and one trigger output port with two Data 

output ports. The triangle represents the trigger port and the box denotes the Data 

port.  

 

 
Figure 10 showing a simple ProSave component. 

 

There can be any number of data ports in a ProSave component with one Trigger port. A 

ProSave component can contain information in the form of structured attributes. The 

values at the input data ports is read and processed when the trigger port is activated, 

the output is generated at the Output data ports and the control is forwarded by the 

trigger port. External entities can access the functionality of a component using Services; 

services are independently triggered and can run concurrently. Every service include 

input group and output groups.  An input group comprises of a trigger port that activate 

the service and data ports which contain the information. An output port group has the 

resulted output along with the trigger port which indicates the data availability.  Our 

implementation does not make use of the trigger ports and the services. The 

connections between the components are simple directed edges. Connections connect 

trigger output port of one component to trigger input port of another component. A 

port can have atmost one connection. Connections between data ports show the data 

transfer where as the trigger ports show the control flow. There are constructs in 

ProSave called connectors which are used to control the data- and control- flow. One 

can choose from data fork, data or, control fork, control join, selection and control or. 

These connectors are clearly defined in [47]. The ProSave components have two types 

of realizations namely primitive and composite. The primitive realized component 

defines a C file which comprises the init function and service entry functions. In 

composite realization, the sub component is an instance of either primitive or 

composite component; developed either from scratch or repository. The following 

figure 11 shows outlook of the PrIDE.  
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Figure 11 showing PrIDE 

 

In this implementation, the ProSave primitive components lie within a single ProSave 

composite component. The fault propagation rules for each ProSave primitive 

component in the system can be defined with the help of FPTC editor. Appendix B 

explains how a system can be designed and rules can be described for each component.  

 

The analysis starts with a popup menu where in the user can enter their desired input. 

The number of input ports appear on the popup menu based on the number of input 

ports in the system designed using ProSave components.  

 

7.1. Approach for FPTC technique   

 
This section describes the approach taken in our work to realize the failure analysis 

of a sample system. We modeled a sample system using ProSave components. The 

ProSave primitive components are put together under a single ProSave composite 

component. The components are connected to each to each other through the data 

input and data output ports. 

 

Composite components and Primitive components can be better understood from 

the diagram below: 
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                                   Figure 12. ProSave primitive and composite components. 

 

In our implementation, the user selects the input data for composite component at 

input data port which in turn is passed to the connected primitive sub-

component(s) of the system. Progress IDE also facilitates the user to define FPTC 

expressions for each component which matches the input faults and transforms or 

propagate it to the output faults as applicable.  

 

To understand the approach of our FPTC implementation, we have taken the 

example systems which address two scenarios into consideration:   

 

7.1.1. FPTC without loop back 
 

As shown in figure 13, the user selects input data from the menu “FPTC Input 

Values” at input data port of composite component. The selected input data 

goes into the input port of its connected primitive component(s) Comp A 

having FPTC expressions defined by the user. In figure 14 the user selected 

input values are noerror, late and early (marked in grey). The value “noerror” 

is a default value to be chosen for every data input port. These are the input 

values to the input data port of the composite ProSave component. The 

input values are passed to the connected ProSave primitive component 

which here is Comp A: Comp A has a single data input port and receives the 

input values “noerror, late and early”. The input values are now individually 

matched with the left hand side values of the FPTC expressions. Here, “late” 

transforms to “omission” and “early” matches and the transformed value 

“late” is generated at the output data ports. The output port of Comp A now 

has the values “noerror, omission and late”. Comp A’s output data port is 

connected to the input data port of Comp B. The input port of Comp B will 

have the values “noerror, omission and late”. All data input ports and output 

ports have “noerror” as a default value. These values have to be matched 

with the FPTC expressions. The left hand side of the FPTC expressions is only 

considered during matching procedure. The value “late” matches with the 

FPTC expression “late � late, wrongvalue”; the first data output of Comp B 
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will have “noerror” and “late” and second data output port of Comp B will 

have “noerror” and “wrongvalue” as its value.  

 

 
                                         Figure 13 FPTC approach without loop back 

 

As seen in figure 14 the second data output port of Comp B is connected to 

the data input port of Comp C.  The left hand side of the first FPTC expression 

of Comp C has the value “any” which matches with any input value except 

for “noerror” and hence gives matched output as “late”. The data output 

port of Comp C will have “noerror” and “late” as values.  The first data input 

port of Comp D is connected to the first data output port of Comp B and the 

second data input port of Comp D gets its value from data output port of 

Comp C. The values of first and second data input port of Comp D are 

“noerror, late” and “noerror, wrongvalue” respectively. Since there are two 

data input ports in Comp D, the possible combinations from the values of the 

both data input ports are computed. The possible combinations will be a) 

“noerror, noerror”, b) “noerror, wrongvalue”, c) “late, noerror” and d) “late, 

wrongvalue”. These combinations are to be matched with the FPTC 

expression of Comp D. Of all the four combinations, the last combination 

“late, wrongvalue” matches the FPTC expression and hence outputs “early, 

late”. The first and second data output ports of Comp D will have the values 
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“noerror, early” and “noerror, late” respectively. This forms the final output 

of this system.  

 

 
                 
                            Figure 14. FPTC approach with out loop back & components with input and output values  

 

 7.1.2. FPTC with loop back  

 

Section 7.1.1 describes the FPTC technique for the simple system which has 

no loopback, in this section the loopback concept is described. The 

procedure goes same as described as in section 7.1.1 until the system finds 

out the presence of loopback.  

Figure 15 represents the system which has loopback. The first data output 

port of Component C is connected to the data input port of the Component B 

hence forming a loop. The user selects the initial input values from the “FPTC 

Input Values” menu for the composite component’s data input ports. The 

input data ports of the connected primitive component get its input from the 

composite components’ data input ports.  In figure 15 the user selected input 

values are noerror, late and early (marked in grey).  The input values are 

passed to the connected ProSave primitive component which here is Comp 

A: Comp A has a single data input port and receives the input values 

“noerror, late and early”. The input values are now individually matched with 

the left hand side values of the FPTC expressions. Here, “late” transforms to 
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“omission” and “early” matches and the transformed value “late” is 

generated at the output data ports. The output port of Comp A now has the 

values “noerror, omission and late”. Comp A’s output data port is connected 

to the input data port of Comp B. The input port of Comp B will have the 

values “noerror, omission and late”. 

 
                                                                            Figure 17. FPTC approach with loop book. 

 

These values have to be matched with the FPTC expressions. The left hand 

side of the FPTC expressions is only considered during matching procedure. 

The value “late” matches with the FPTC expression “late � late, 

wrongvalue”; the first data output of Comp B will have “noerror” and “late” 

and second data output port of Comp B will have “noerror” and 

“wrongvalue” as its value. As seen in figure 17 the second data output port 

of Comp B is connected to the data input port of Comp C.  Comp C has two 

data output ports. The left hand side of the first FPTC expression of Comp C 

has the value “any” which matches with any input value except for 

“noerror” and hence gives matched output as “comission” and “early”. The 

values in the first and second data output ports of the Comp C will be 
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respectively “noerror, comission” and “noerror, early”. The first input port 

of Comp C is connected to the data input port of Comp B hence forming a 

loop here. The control gets back to Comp B now. The present values in data 

input port of Comp B will be “noerror, omission, late”. The input ports 

along with their values are displayed in figure 18.  Since the data input port 

of Comp B now gets input from first data output port of Comp C, the values 

will get appended to the already existing values in the data input port of 

Comp B. The new values in the data input port of Comp B will be “noerror, 

omission, late, comission”. Comp B will run through the matching 

procedure for the new values it has gained. The lhs pattern of the second 

FPTC expression defined in the Comp B matches with the newly appended 

value “comission”. Hence the output values will be “late” and 

“wrongvalue”. Since the data output ports of Comp B already has the 

values, there will be no change and the control goes to the Comp C. The 

loop back is again considered here, but this time there is no new value 

generated and hence the procedure stops. The final output values of the 

first and second data output ports of Comp C will have the values “noerror, 

late” and “noerror, wrongvalue” respectively. 

The first data input port of Comp D is connected to the first data output 

port of Comp B and the second data input port of Comp D gets its value 

from data output port of Comp C. The values of first and second data input 

port of Comp D are “noerror, late” and “noerror, wrongvalue” respectively. 

Since there are two data input ports in Comp D, the possible combinations 

from the values of the both data input ports are computed. The possible 

combinations will be a) “noerror, noerror”, b) “noerror, wrongvalue”, c) 

“late, noerror” and d) “late, wrongvalue”. These combinations are to be 

matched with the FPTC expression of Comp D. Of all the four combinations, 

the last combination “late, wrongvalue” matches the FPTC expression and 

hence outputs “early, late”. The first and second data output ports of Comp 

D will have the values “noerror, early” and “noerror, late” respectively. This 

forms the final output of this system.  
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                                                            Figure 18: Initial input and output values in a loop back system 

 

The main aspect to be noted in loop back concept is that the algorithm 

terminates here when there are no new faults generated in the system.  
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                                                    Figure 19 showing the final input & output values after the loop back 

  

Figure 19 shows the final input and output values after the loopback. 

 

7.2. Integration of FPTC technique for a system modeled 

using ProCom  
 

This section explains our work for implementation of FPTC technique for analyzing 

the transformation of faults in a model of sample system using ProCom components. 

The work has been adapted from its related earlier works by Richard F. Paige, Louis 

M. Rose, Xiaocheng Ge, Dimitrios S. Kolovos, and Phillip J. Brooke for Automated 

Safety Analysis for Domain-Specific Languages that is explained in section 6. The 

following Figure 20 is the activity diagram showing the implementation. The next 

sections describes the integration of FPTC technique for a ProCom modeled system 
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Figure 20 activity diagram for the FPTC implementation 

 

7.2.1. User Interaction 

 

The ProCom graphical editor allows any user to model a system of his own. 

The ProSave primitive components are embedded within a composite 

ProSave component. The primitive components are connected to each other 

with the help of data input and data output ports. The input to the system is 

fed through the data input ports of the composite ProSave component and 

the output of the system is received at the data output ports of the 

composite ProSave component. The ProCom editor allows the user to add 

any number of data input ports and data output ports to both primitive and 

composite components. As already said, there can be atmost one trigger 

input port and trigger output port. The user can change the names of the 

ports from its default names “dataIn” and “dataOut” for data input and data 

output ports respectively to desired but appropriate names. Every primitive 

component has its own defined FPTC expressions; these FPTC expressions for 

the primitive components can be defined using the FPTC editor. The FPTC 

editor also provides intellisense which makes the user easy to enter the FPTC 

expressions. Once the user finishes the task of designing the system and 
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defining the FPTC expressions, the FPTC analysis can be started. A window 

named “FPTC Input Values” appears; the user shall   select input values to the 

composite input data port(s). The “FPTC Input Values” window contains a list 

of all possible faults which are pre defined. If the composite ProSave has a 

single data input port then the window appears with one list of faults. 

Suppose there are ‘n’ number of data input ports for composite component 

then ‘n’ number of lists are displayed in the “FPTC Input Values” window: one 

each for data input port. The user needs to select the input values for each 

data input port. The user will have to choose “noerror” and other input 

values from the list displayed; “noerror” being the default value for any input 

data port and output data port. The user can select multiple input values for 

each data input port with the help of “ctrl” key. On pressing “OK” button in 

the window, the user has successfully entered values to the system. The 

following figure is representation of the FPTC analysis procedure. The “FPTC 

input values” window and an example of the FPTC expression can be seen in 

the figure 21. 

7.2.2. Generation of FPTC Input file 

After the user selects the input values to the system, an XML file is 

generated namely “FPTCInput.xml”. The FPTC input xml contains 

the input values and the FPTC expressions of every primitive 

component. This file contains certain information about the 

components that can be listed as follows: 

a. The main tag being “<components>” with three attributes namely 

“compositeComp”, “compositeName” and “compositeCompId”. 

“compositeComp” denotes the component number, 

“compositeName” is the name given to the composite component 

by the user while designing and “compositeCompId” is the unique 

id generated internally when component is created.  

b. The next tag is “<InputPort>” with attributes “varname”, “name”, 

“id” and “inputValues”. “varname” denotes the number of the 

data input port of the composite component; the value starts with 

IP followed by the number. “name” denotes the name given to 

the input port during designing of the system. “id” is unique 

identification alpha numeric value generated internally by 

ProCom. “inputValues” has the input values which are selected by 

the user from the “FPTC Input Values” menu. After the user 
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chooses values from the menu and clicks on “OK” the value hence 

selected gets stored in this attribute. The contents of all the data 

input ports of the composite component are embedded within 

the “<InputPorts>”; the number of “<inputport>” tag indicates the 

number of the data input ports of the composite component. 

c. The next tag is “<OutputPort>” with attributes “varname”, 

“name” and “id”. “varname” denotes the number of the data 

output port of the composite component; the value starts with OP 

followed by the number. “name” denotes the name given to the 

output port during designing of the system. “id” is unique 

identification alpha numeric value generated internally by 

ProCom. The contents of all the data output ports of the 

composite component are embedded within the “<OutputPorts>”; 

the number of “<outputport>” tag indicates the number of the 

data input ports of the composite component. 

The above are the tags related to the composite component. The 

primitive components also have the information about the input 

data ports and output ports embedded within “<component>” 

tag. 

All the primitive components have the following information:  

d. The “<inputPort>” and “<outputPort>” has the same attributes as 

that of the composite component (explained in b and c). The only 

difference in the “<inputPort>” is the absence of the attribute 

“<inputValues>”.  

e. The FPTC expressions defined using FPTC editor by the user are 

found within the tag  “<Expressions>” with attributes “expNum”, 

“<compName>”, “<lhsPattern>” and “<rhsPattern>” embedded 

within the main tag “<TransformationRules>”. “expNum” denotes 

the number of the FPTC expression; “compName” denotes the 

name of the component. An example of FPTC expression can be 

input1.early � output1.late; since input1.early lies on the left 

side of the arrow: it is considered as left hand side pattern 

(lhspattern) and the other one is the right hand side pattern 

(rhspattern). Thus the attributes takes the values for “lhspattern” 

and “rhspattern”.   
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                                        Figure 21 depicts the flow chart of FPTC technique implementation 

To sum up, every primitive component’s information will be 

stored up in “<component>” tag with information about the input 

ports, output ports and the transformation expressions. 

f. The final tag of the “FPTCInput.xml” is “<Connections>”. It denotes 

the connection between the data input ports and output ports. It 

has two attributes namely “srcvarname” and “destvarname”. The 

“srcvarname” indicates the source connection of the component 

that can be output data port of a component or input data port of 

the composite component. The “destvarname” indicates the 

destination connection of the component that can be input data 

port of a component or input data port of the primitive 

component which is connected to the input port of the composite 

component. 
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7.2.3. Parsing  values and computing possible combinations of input 

values  

From the FPTC Input XML file, the input values are parsed and stored in 

separate lists. The FPTC expressions defined for each component are also 

parsed. The lhs pattern and rhs pattern values in the FPTC expressions values 

and input values are further used during the matching procedure which 

forms the output of the system.  

The next step is computing the combination of input values. If the 

component has only one data input port then this step is not executed; if a 

component has more than one data ports then the input values of each input 

data port is collected and then the combination of all the input values are 

computed. For example if there are two data input ports, the values of first 

and second data input ports being “noerror, late” and “noerror, late” 

respectively (with reference to the above diagram) then the combination of 

these input values will be computed as a) “noerror, noerror” b) “noerror, 

late” c) “late, noerror” and d) “late ,late”. The input values are matched with 

the FPTC expressions. The left hand side of the FPTC expression is used for 

matching procedure and the right hand side of the expression is the 

transformed or propagated value. The input values are matched with the left 

hand values alone. If the left hand side has the exact matching values as of 

the input value then the corresponding right hand side value forms the 

output fault. Section 5 defines the matching procedure in detail.  

7.2.4. Generation of FPTC output file 

Once the matching procedure is complete for all the connected components 

the output computed is generated in an XML file namely “FPTCOutput.xml”. 

This output contains all the input values of every component and their 

respective output values. The “FPTCOutput.xml” looks similar to the 

“FPTCInput.xml” file except that the output file does not contain the 

“<connections>” information. Addition to this the output file contains extra 

attributes in the “<component>” tab namely “inputValues” and 

“outputValues” for every primitive component. The “inputValues” attribute 

belongs to the tag “<inputPort>” which has all the input values of the data 

input ports. The “outputValues” attribute belongs to the tag “<outputPort>” 

which has all the output values of the data input ports. The “FPTCInput.xml” 

and “FPTCOutput.xml” are stored in a temp folder under fptc folder in 

composite component. If there are loopbacks in the system then the 
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matching procedure goes on till the time there are no new faults generated 

in the system.  

7.3. Example System 

The following procedural steps explain the modeling and working of an example 

system in PRIDE with certain Input fault values. 

7.3.1. Modeling of an Example System: 

I. Creating a ProCom Project in PRIDE: 

 

1. Go to File menu select New� Procom Project  then Enter 

 

2. Provide the Project name and click on Finish button. 

 

3. In the project explorer view, “Project” option is expanded to find       

the ProSave and ProSys components. 

 

4. On right clicking the ProSave Components� New� New Prosave 

Components; “Create a new component” window is opened. The 

Component name and the type of component to be used has to 

be entered. Then a click on Finish button submits the values 

entered. Similarly, other components are added into the system. 

To model a system for FPTC in PrIDE, there should be one Composite 

component type in a system as it binds all the primitive component. 
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             Figure 22 showing “Create a new component” window 

 

5. By double clicking on the Composite component, two views can 

be seen namely; External and Composite on a Editor screen,  

    

 
                                      Figure 23 dispalying the two views of a component 

• In Externals view, the input ports and output ports for a system 

are added. 
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• In Composite view, the primitive components are added and can 

be connected to one another. The sub components are added by clicking 

on Subcomponents button on a Palette (Right Side of the External view), 

and selecting the sub component by its name. On clicking Connection 

button on the same Palette, the components can be clicked. 

II. Entering the fault expressions in a system: 

1) The FPTC editor facilitates defining the FPTC expressions. The 

FPTC editor is open by opening up the interface view by double clicking 

on a primitive component, expanding the “Fault Tolerant” button and 

selecting “Fault Propagation”. 

2) The first step opens up Properties view, expanding the Fault 

Tolerant property�Standard Value�View data. This opens up the FPTC 

editor. 

3) The above step opens up a component.fptc file, where Fault 

expressions are entered as follows; 

(Inputdataport name.fault, ………..) � (Outputdataport name.fault, 

…………..) ; 

For eg:   

 comp1Input1.early,comp1Input2.late�comp1Output1.noerror, 

comp1Output2.late; 

Every fault expression ends with a “;” expression and the file is saved. 

III. Analyzing the example system: 

After entering a certain fault expressions into a system, the analysis can 

be initiated as follows; 

a) Right click on the Composite component � Analysis � FPTC Analysis.  
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Figure 24 representing the window which initiates the analysis 

b) A window named “FPTC Input Values” appears on the screen; through 

which the inputs values are selected. 

 

Figure 25 showing the “FPTC Input Values” window 

c) Two files namely FPTCInput.xml and FPTCOutput.xml are generated. The 

result will be stored in FPTCOutput.xml file. 

Appendix B describes the procedure to model a system using ProCom 

Components. 

7.3.2. Working of an Example system: 

Our example system consists of 5 components namely Comp1, Comp2, 

Comp3, Comp4 and Comp5.  
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Working of a system mainly consists of three parts such as Input, Process 

and Output.  

Input: There are n numbers of input (Faults) to a system which will be 

processed further. 

Process: Processing of inputs is nothing but comparing the input faults 

with the lhs pattern of the FPTC expressions which are predefined in a 

system. 

Output: The numbers of output values for a component in a system are 

as per the defined output data ports, which are the results of processed 

inputs. This is further fed as an input to the next component in a system. 

It is done as per the Connections between each component in a system. 

Consider the following diagram; 

 

                                                     Figure 26 depicting our example system comprising of 5 sub components 

INPUT: The above Example subsystem consists of three main input ports 

and two main output ports. The first main input port has the fault set 

(early, noerror) which is fed as an input to the 1
st

 Component (1
st

 Input 

port) and the second main input port has the fault set (late, noerror) fed 

as an input to the 2
nd

 input port of the 1
st

 Component.  
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PROCESS: Now the possible combinations of all input fault values (main 

input faults) are generated as follows; 

(early, late), (early, noerror), (noerror, late), (noerror, noerror). 

Each set of these generated faults will be compared with the predefined 

fault expressions of every component. Consider an example below, 

Input: (early, late) 

Fault expression (1
st

 Component):  

   1) (comp1Input1.early, comp1Input2.late) � (comp1Output1.late, 

comp1Output2.late); 

   2) (comp1Input1.noerror,comp1Input2.late) �(comp1Output1.noerror, 

comp1Output2.late); 

Output: From the above two expressions it is clear that the 1
st

 expression 

exactly matches with the input set, hence the result of the 1
st

 component 

is (late, late). Which is further fed as input to the Component 2 and 

Component 3 as per the Connections in a system. 

Similarly all other components in a system are analyzed with their 

corresponding input fault sets. Thus, entire system is analyzed and the 

final output faults would be the main outputs to a system. The final 

output values at the data output ports would be (late, noerror) and 

(noerror). 

7.4.  Scope of Implementation 
 

This thesis paper covers an extensive survey about the techniques that are 

used to analyze failure behavior in systems built using component based 

technology. We cover up the basic background for the fault transformation 

and calculus analysis technique. The paper throws light towards the 

integration of our analysis technique into the PROGRESS IDE. The report does 

not lie under the scope of providing every detail about using PROGRESS IDE. 

Reference manuals of Progress IDE can be used for the purpose.   

 

7.5. Limitations 

• The realization of FPTC doesn’t take into consideration the predefined rules set by 

Real time network (RTN) communication protocol  

• The loopback concept cannot be applied in Progress IDE environment 
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8. Results 
 
We have successfully integrated the FPTC technique in PrIDE using which components can 

be analyzed individually and hence compute the failure behavior of the entire complex 

system. The comparison between the various failure analysis techniques explained in 

Section in 4.2. is explained in the section 8.1. 

 

8.1. Comparison between Techniques 

 
The failure analysis techniques namely FTA, FMEA, FMECA, FPTN, FPTC and SEFT are 

described in section 3.2.  We have categorized the failure analysis techniques into 

Traditional and compositional. The first 3 techniques fall under the traditional analysis 

technique – FTA, FMEA and FMECA. These techniques are manual processes and carried 

out either by a single person or a team of engineers, in order to fulfill safety 

requirements and to devise strategies to mitigate the effects of failure. A manual 

analysis is usually much more difficult and expensive, it is carried out often only at the 

end of the design process to ensure design meets the safety requirements.  

� The most classic failure analysis technique is FTA.  FTA was initially used in 

mechanical and non programmable systems and later extended into nuclear and 

chemical systems. Fault Tree Analysis uses the top down approach method for 

analyzing failure. It concentrates mainly on the top event and slowly slides down 

to analyze the cause of the failure. FTA technique involves the decomposition of 

system into modules and the fault causers are the leaves. The faults can be 

denoted using Boolean expressions. While these points form the advantages of 

FTA, its drawback is that multiple faults and their chronological order cannot be 

handled by FTA.  

� FMEA was first used in military systems and then extended to use in a variety of 

industries including semiconductor processing, food service, plastics, software, 

and healthcare. It is a failure analysis and verification technique that begins with 

the fault of a component and analyses how the components at higher level are 

affected due to its failure. The FMEA procedure followed in product 

development helps in   analyzing the possible failure modes in a system such that 

the possibility and criticality of the failures can be classified. It not only improves 

the quality, reliability and safety of a product/process by analyzing the possible 

faults and its causes but also improve competitiveness in an organization by 

product improvement and increasing user satisfaction. With this, the future 

faults can be predicated which in turns reduces the cost of analysis. Whilst all 

these goodness of the FMEA, the drawbacks similar to that of FTA still remains, it 

cannot handle multiple faults and their chronological order. 

Both the techniques cannot be used in systems where the output error depends 

entirely on the current input error.   
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� FMECA is an adaptation of FMEA technique. FMECA was used by NASA in Apollo 

program, Viking, Voyager, Magellan, Galileo and then in civic services, military 

and space applications. . It is composition of the two techniques namely FMEA 

and Criticality Analysis (CA). Different failure modes and their effects are 

analyzed using FMEA technique and the importance of the failure modes 

according to the severity of the failure is prioritized by the CA. The method 

FMECA analyzes the effects of a single failure on a system design within specific 

ground rules and is well understood at systems and hardware levels. FMECA 

technique is essential task for reliability, useful in maintainability, in 

maintenance plan analysis and for failure detection and subsystem design as 

FMECA detects single point failure requiring corrective actions and does 

criticality analysis. The drawbacks of this technique being the extensive labor 

work requirement, inability to be detect multiple failure of a component, lack of 

effective procedure to for carrying out actual analysis and its limited use in 

improving designs.  

 

The techniques namely Failure Propagation and Transformation Notation (FPTN), 

Failure Propagation and Transformation Calculus (FPTC) and State-Event Fault 

Trees (SEFT) fall under the compositional category. In the compositional 

approach, the system is divided into components and failure analysis is done and 

hence it becomes easy to find out the faults in the single 

subsystems/components and derive the failure behavior of the entire system. 

This approach is totally automated or partly automated that speeds up the 

analysis process. This makes compositional approached techniques better than 

the traditional approached techniques. 

� The FPTN technique is simple method yet has modular and hierarchical notations 

for describing the faults propagation through the system architecture modules. 

The basic entity of the FPTN is FPTN-Module which contains a set of 

standardized sections. The FPTN modules can be tested hierarchically and the 

failures can be transformed. This technique has a way by which every module 

represents a number of fault trees which describes all the failure modes for that 

module. Although FPTN provides a systematic and formal notation for 

representing the failure behavior of a system it lacks full automation. This makes 

the technique to be used manually and becomes expensive.  

� The FPTC technique is a modular representation and a method for analysis of the 

failure behavior of a system's software and hardware components. FPTC is 

primarily designed for the hard real-time software domain and as such its 

primary unit of architectural description is a statically schedulable code unit. 

FPTC is better than FPTN as the diagrams in FPTC are based on the full 

architecture used for developing the software code which helps to record all the 

important dependencies. The advantages being FPTC is robust and solves the 

problem of cyclic dependencies. One of the disadvantages of FPTC is that it 

doesn’t provide facilities for quantitative analysis, particularly in terms of 

determining the probability of specific failure behaviors. 
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� The SEFT technique is a step ahead of FTA. With the help of SEFT, an 

architectural element is modeled using different states such as error state and 

the probability of shifting the state of the system from one to another. In SEFTs, 

transitions can be casually triggered by another event, exponentially distributed 

or deterministically delayed. State/event-based models allow modeling of failure 

behavior close to specification of the expected system behavior which is 

normally expressed with state-based specification formalisms like Statecharts. . 

It does not model the failures and hazards in the system but the behavior in 

general at lower abstraction level. The drawback of SEFT is that its not possible 

to model very complex systems in detail as many of the needed information is 

present in the design of implementation phase which could have been available 

in the earlier development stages. In this case, FPTN or HiPHOPS can be used to 

overcome this drawback.  

 

After this comparison, we can conclude that not any one method can be 

considered as the best method for analyzing failure behavior; every method has 

its own pros and cons. Whilst FTA still is considered as the classic method for 

failure analysis, SEFT is a better approach to overcome drawbacks of FTA.  SEFT 

also has drawbacks which needs the help of FPTN or HiPHOPS. The below table 

(figure 27)has been formed based on the study of various research papers, the 

approach used by the method, how the analysis takes place in the method, 

mode of handling (manual or automated) and few drawbacks have been noted. 

 

 

Sl.

No 

Analysis 

Methods 

Approach Analysis  Mode of 

Handlin

g 

Drawbacks 

1 FTA Deductive Top 

down approach. 

The tree 

hierarchy leads 

from the root 

(the 

top-event) 

down to the 

leaves (the 

basic events) 

All possible 

combinations of 

causes are deduced 

from the system 

failure.  

 

Each component is 

represented by an 

extended Fault Tree. 

 

 

Manual a) It is completely 

static and doesn’t 

consider multiple 

faults 

b) Increases the risk 

of errors and 

produces incomplete 

analysis 

c) Manual processes 

are difficult and 

expensive. 

2 FPTN Either 

Deductive or 

Inductive in 

nature. Goes 

backwards from 

failure to 

A modular, 

hierarchical notation 

for describing the 

propagation of faults 

where faults can be 

either Propagated or 

Automat

ed 

a) Lacks automation 

during iterative 

design process and 

hence each analysis 

must he handled 
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determine the 

cause. 

Transformed manually. 

b)Reuse of Safety 

Evaluation 

annotation not 

supported 

3 FPTC Deductive 

(going 

backwards from 

failure to 

determine the 

cause) 

Uses FPTN semantic 

to represent 

transformation 

expressions and every 

set of faults are 

verified with these 

expressions. 

Automat

ed 

a) Some manual 

investigation and 

reasoning is needed 

to find out the 

original source of the 

failure mode 

b) Currently no tool 

support is available 

4 FMEA Bottom-up 

approach 

A qualitative analysis 

method that 

identifies design 

areas where 

improvements are 

needed to meet 

reliability 

requirements. 

Manual a)It does not ensure 

that all failure modes 

of a subsystem have 

been identified 

b) Increases the risk 

of errors and 

produces incomplete 

analysis 

c) Manual processes 

are difficult and 

expensive. 

5 FMECA Bottom-up 

approach 

 FMEA becomes a 

failure mode, effects, 

and criticality analysis 

(FMECA) if criticalities 

or priorities are 

assigned 

Manual a)It does not ensure 

that all failure modes 

of a subsystem have 

been identified 

b) Increases the risk 

of errors and 

produces incomplete 

analysis 

c) Manual processes 

are difficult and 

expensive. 

6 SEFT Deductive top 

down approach. 

(Follows same 

approach as of 

FTA) 

Every component 

gets a state space and 

can be in a single 

state at a time. 

Denoted if a 

component is active. 

Use of logical 

expressions is 

possible 

Manual a) It cant be applied 

for highly complex 

systems. 

b) Needs help of 

other techniques as 

this uses state 

diagrams for 

calculating 

probabilities of 

failures.  

Figure 27 table depicting the failure analysis techniques 
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9. Conclusions and Future Work 
 

The thesis was able to meet its primary goals of getting the reader acquainted with 

different failure analysis techniques and modeling a sample system in which FPTC 

techniques can be applied to understand the transformation of its input fault. Before 

realizing the FPTC technique, we carried out a study of existing techniques that are widely 

used for analyzing the transformation and propagation of faults in a system. Our 

realization adapted an existing work on FPTC technique that was implemented using 

Epsilon Object Language (EOL), the base language of Epsilon that supports model 

manipulation, e.g., traversal of models, querying models, modifying models. Having 

acquired the knowledge of various failure analysis techniques, the existing related work 

on FPTC technique, we were able to model a sample system and implement this 

technique using Java for understanding the transformation of input faults in our 

realization.  In order to make the readers familiar before implementing FPTC technique, 

we have explained the important concepts of Component Based Development so that the 

readers can relate these concepts while understanding the modeling of sample system (in 

which the components are inter-connected) for which FPTC analysis technique will be 

implemented. We then explained the Progress IDE editor which we have used for 

modeling the sample system under consideration. Along with the ideas of various 

traditional safety analysis techniques namely Fault Tree Analysis (FTA), Failure Modes & 

Effects Analysis (FMEA), Failure Modes, Effects and Criticality Analysis (FMECA), we also 

explained different compositional failure analysis techniques like Failure Propagation and 

Transformation Notation (FPTN), Failure Propagation and Transformation Calculus (FPTC) 

and State Event Fault Trees. As the thesis focuses on FPTC technique to understand the 

transformation of faults, we have explained it in section 5 of this report which also 

explains the various parts of a component and the transformation rules according to 

which the input faults to a component will be transformed and sent to the input port of its 

connected component. We then focused on the approach for our implementation which 

widely coved two scenarios - FPTC with loopback and FPTC without loopback. These 

approaches were then implemented which has been explained with diagrams in section 

7.3. The thesis also shows a comparative study of various fault analysis techniques in 

section 8.1 with help of a table. However, our implementation was limited as it dint 

take into consideration the predefined rules set by Real time network (RTN) 

communication protocol. Even though the loop back functionality was implemented, the 

editor we used dint support the connection of a component back to its predecessor. As a 

result, our implementation was limited to realize the fault transformation only for 

components which were not connected back to its connected component. Our 

implementation can be regarded as a starting point for analysis of faults and can be 

enhanced to include the predefined rules set by RTN communication protocol for its 

completeness.  
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Foreseeing current implementation of FPTC technique, the future work for this thesis can 

be explained as follows:  

 

As described in Section 7.6 of this report, the current implementation doesn’t take into 

consideration the predefined rules set by Real time network (RTN) communication 

protocol. Moreover, the implemented FTPC technique for loop backs cannot be used as 

the editor doesn’t support it. For making use of loop backs in the connection of 

components, the PRIDE editor can be improved that enables the user to connect the 

components back to its connected components. Using this connection, we can see the 

transformation of faults takes place till no new input faults arrive on input port of 

components. This mechanism is explained in section 7.1.2 of this report.  

 

It is difficult for the user to understand and analyze the fault, if the input and output files 

for a component are in xml format as in current implementation. An interface can be 

designed for better understandability of the user where the transformed fault values 

going in to a component and coming out can be seen clearly.  

 

    The future work for this thesis can be summarized with help of diagrams as follows: 

 

1) FPTC implementation considering the predefined rules set by Real time network (RTN) 

communication protocol 

 

 
             Figure 28 Representation of component along with input values, output values and RTN protocols 

 

2) Improving of PRIDE editor so that system having components with loop back can be 

modeled as shown in diagram below 
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                                                      Figure 29 Representation of components with loop back  

 

3) User interface for seeing the input and output values for each components for easier 

understandability.  

 

            
                                            Figure 30 User interface for displaying the input & output values in ProCom 
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Example System to explain FPTC technique implemented in 

This technique is implemented making use of Java and XML Parsers. The input values to every 

component are stored in XML files. The output resulted after comparing the faults with the 

transformation expressions is stored in XML files.  The output files are 

the next component. The fault propagation and transformation expressions are defined for 

each component in separate XML files.  

The implementation has the following 3 functions as shown in Figure 1;

1. Reading the main configuratio

2. Applying the Transformation Rules on input values

3. Writing the output values

Fig 1 .Flow chart depicts the functioning of our project

 

Appendix A 
 

Example System to explain FPTC technique implemented in 

Java for eclipse 

 
This technique is implemented making use of Java and XML Parsers. The input values to every 

component are stored in XML files. The output resulted after comparing the faults with the 

transformation expressions is stored in XML files.  The output files are further fed as an input to 

the next component. The fault propagation and transformation expressions are defined for 

each component in separate XML files.   

The implementation has the following 3 functions as shown in Figure 1; 

Reading the main configuration file 

Applying the Transformation Rules on input values 

Writing the output values. 

 

Fig 1 .Flow chart depicts the functioning of our project 

Example System to explain FPTC technique implemented in 

This technique is implemented making use of Java and XML Parsers. The input values to every 

component are stored in XML files. The output resulted after comparing the faults with the 

further fed as an input to 

the next component. The fault propagation and transformation expressions are defined for 
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1. Reading of the Main Configuration file : 

The Main configuration file is the base of the project. It comprises of the component 

information like component names, input ports for each component and the output ports of 

each component.  It also has the data for the connections between the input ports of one 

component to output port of another component. We start with fetching up the names of the 

input ports, output ports of each component and connections information.  

The next step is to read the input values from every input file of a particular component.  The 

possible combinations of all the input values are calculated.  The parsers are used to fetch the 

fault transformation expressions of every component. 

2. Apply Transformation : 

The function of apply transformation is comparison of the incoming faults with the LHS pattern 

of the transformation expressions. Every single combination from the set of possible 

combinations is iterated over the transformation expressions until a match is found.  If there is 

a suitable match found for the incoming fault then the RHS pattern is fetched which forms the 

output of that component. Noerror (*) fault will be present in output ports if there is not exact 

match found.  

3. Generating Output Files : 

The results of the apply transformation function are written into new XML files. The RHS values 

obtained from the selected expression from the apply transformation forms the output. This 

output is then fed as an input to another component. For an easier explanation, the technique 

is explained with the help of an example. In this section, we illustrate an example to explain the 

functionality provided by our Fault Propagation and Transformation Calculus technique. Below 

is the visualization of an example system which comprises of four components which are 

connected to each other through output ports. 

Suppose there are loopbacks in the system, then the values get appended in the output ports. 

The set of faults keeps increasing through out the analysis. The analysis halts once there are no 

new faults generated in the system.  
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Fig.2 Visualization of our example critical system

   

From the above fig2, we name our components as 

receives input from two components; here 

system.  The component A is connected to other two components, 

takes a single input and is connected further to 

connected by B and C and its output can be fu

system.  Here the OUTPUT1 and 

system. 

The transformation rules along with the component name are tabulated below:

Component 

Name

A 

B 

C 

D 

 

Our analysis starts with the reading of the main configuration file. This XML file is parsed 

and the values of the input and output file names are fetched and stored. The input files 

connected to the first component is read. The values are fetched. The pos

combinations is made from the fetched input faults. The transformation rules of the 

component is read and stored in a different array list. The input values and the transformation 

Fig.2 Visualization of our example critical system 

From the above fig2, we name our components as A, B, C and D. The component 

receives input from two components; here INPUT1 and INPUT2 are the first inputs to the 

is connected to other two components, B and C. The component 

takes a single input and is connected further to C and D. C takes its input from 

and its output can be further connected to any other components in the 

and OUTPUT2 are the final failure behavior of the entire critical 

The transformation rules along with the component name are tabulated below:

Component 

Name 

Transformation rules 

early,* �early, value 

early, late � late, omission 

f � f, commission 

_ ,value  � late 

early, _  �  omission, commission 

Our analysis starts with the reading of the main configuration file. This XML file is parsed 

and the values of the input and output file names are fetched and stored. The input files 

connected to the first component is read. The values are fetched. The pos

combinations is made from the fetched input faults. The transformation rules of the 

component is read and stored in a different array list. The input values and the transformation 

 

. The component A 

are the first inputs to the 

. The component B 

takes its input from A and B. D is 

rther connected to any other components in the 

are the final failure behavior of the entire critical 

The transformation rules along with the component name are tabulated below: 

Our analysis starts with the reading of the main configuration file. This XML file is parsed 

and the values of the input and output file names are fetched and stored. The input files 

connected to the first component is read. The values are fetched. The possible number of 

combinations is made from the fetched input faults. The transformation rules of the 

component is read and stored in a different array list. The input values and the transformation 

OUTPUT1 

OUTPUT2 
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rules are passed as an argument to apply transformation function. The task of finding a match 

for the incoming faults among the defined expressions of the component is performed by the 

apply transformation function. Before applying transformation, we check for the completion of 

the transformation expressions. A transformation expression has to contain an explicit fault / 

wildcard or a failure. A warning message is displayed in case of an incomplete transformation 

expression.  

In our example [Fig 2], the first component is A, it has two input ports. By default, every input 

port and output port has noerror “*” fault. The input1 and input2 are the inputs flowing into 

the component A. input1 has “early”, “*” and input2 has “*”,”late”. The possible combinations 

are “early,*”, “early, late”,”*,*” and “*, late”. These values are then compared with the LHS 

pattern of the transformation rules.  The rules of the component are defined in the table above.  

The input values of the component A are first compared with the transformation rules of the 

same component. The first combination “early, *” is compared with the LHS pattern of the first 

transformation rule “early,*”: here the input is matched with the rule. The RHS pattern value of 

this rule “early, value” is written into respective output ports. Since the input “early,*” has 

found a match, the iteration is stopped here. The next input value “early, late” is now fetched 

for comparison, with the LHS pattern of the first transformation “early,*”. The input value does 

not match. The same values are now compared with the next LHS pattern of the transformation 

rule “early, late”.  The input value finds a match now, the values from RHS pattern “late, 

omission” are written into the output ports. Since component A has 2 output ports, the first 

output port has values “noerror, early and late” and the second output port has the values 

“noerror, value and omission”. The first output port of component A is connected to input port 

of component B and second output port of component A is connected to second input port of 

component C.  

Component B has a single input port which has values “noerror, early, late”. There is no need to 

form the possible combinations of faults as Component B has only single port. The LHS pattern 

of the transformation rule has a variable; a variable can take any fault type (except for the 

noerror), hence early and late are matched here. The first output port of the component B will 

have the values “noerror, early and late” and the second output port will have “noerror and 

omission”.  

Component C gets its inputs from Components B and A. The possible combinations for 

component C are “noerror, noerror”, “noerror, value”, “noerror, omission”, “late, noerror”, 

“late, value” and “late, omission”. The LHS pattern of transformation has “_, value”. The only 

input that has a match with the rule is” late, value”. The output port of component C will have 

the values “noerror” and “late”.  

Component D gets its inputs from Components B and C. The possible combinations for 

component D are “noerror, noerror”, “noerror, late”, “early, noerror”, “early, late”, “late, 

noerror” and “late, late”. The LHS pattern of transformation has “early, _”. The only input that 

has a match with the rule is “early, late”. The first output port of component D will have the 
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values “noerror” and “omission”. The second output port of component D will have the values 

“noerror” and “comission”.  

The example can be modified as below (refer figure 3) to demonstrate loop backs. 

 

 Fig.3 Visualization of our example critical system to demonstrate loop back. 

The output port of component D is connected back to the second input port of component C. 

The values of input ports will now be “noerror”, “value”, ”omission” and “comission”. One can 

note that new value is appended to the already existing values and not replaced. The 

comparison takes place, this loop ends until there are no new faults generated.    
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Appendix B 

 
Designing a system in PrIDE 

 

This section directs a user to design desired system in PrIDE for FPTC. It includes clear 

instructions for designing a system in PrIDE. Snapshots are included to ease the user’s 

understanding. 

 

Following are the steps that instruct designing a system in PrIDE for FPTC. 

 

1. Once the ProCom editor is opened, a new ProCom project has to be created. To do this, 

click on File then choose New ProCom Project. Figure 1 represents the same.  

 

 
                               Figure 1 showing File option to open New Procom project 

 

A name as desired can be given to the New ProCom project created.  For example if the 

project is named as newsystem, it will have ProSave components, ProSave components: 

where new required components can be created and two folders named doc and system 

Models. The following shows the newly created project named “newsystem”.  
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Figure 2 showing newly created ProCom project 

 

2. Create a primitive ProSave component which can be named as Comp1 by right clicking 

on ProSave components and select New then New ProSave component. A window like 

the below Figure 3 appears n completing this action.  

 
               Figure 3 showing create a new component window 

 

Select your project name which here is newsystem, name this component as Comp1 

and choose Primitive as Realization type and click on Finish. A new primitive ProSave 

component “Comp1” is created. 
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Every component created contains 3 folders namely doc, models and src with 

properties table that has information like Basic UUID, Is component locked for 

editing, Name, Realization type, Repository ID, Subcomponents, Type and UUID.  

 

                           
   Figure 4 showing Properties of a ProSave Component 

             

The editor is opened on selecting (double click) the Comp1. Click on Component 

Comp1, (marked with black rectangle in the below Figure 5), then click on Fault 

tolerant attribute in unassigned attributes section (the red box in the below Figure 5 

shows Fault Tolerant), then on clicking on Fault Propagation, the properties of Fault 

Tolerant are displayed. 

 

 
 

Figure 5 showing attributes of ProSave primitive component 

3. The editor for entering fault propagation expressions can be obtained by expanding the 

Fault propagation on Properties table and by selecting the Standard View, and then 
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View data. Figure 6 shows the option View data and figure 7 shows component.fptc file 

where fault propagation expressions can be defined. Save the file once desired 

expression are defined. 

 

 
Figure 6 showing Fault Propagation properties 

  

 
    Figure 7 showing component.fptc file 

 

4. Create a new composite ProSave component and name it. A double click on the created 

component. On selecting composite, graphical editor opens. A click on sub component 

instance from the Palette options and then on graphical editor in the center opens a 

window named “Create sub component instance”. Click on the existing component and 

then finish. Save the file. Connections can be made through the ports between 

components.  

5. As many required primitive components can be created for the system and connected. 

Deletion of an already made connection between any ports can be made by selecting 

the connection to be deleted and on right click, choose delete from model. An 

unwanted component can be deleted by selecting the component, right click and 

choosing delete. Figure 8 shows 2 primitive ProSave components inside a composite 

ProSave component. 
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Figure 8 showing composite and primitive ProSave components. 

6. The analysis can be performed by choosing the composite ProSave component in the 

package explorer view, right click on it, and select analysis and Perform Fault 

Propagation Analysis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


